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Abstract
Range locks are a synchronization construct designed to pro-
vide concurrent access to multiple threads (or processes) to
disjoint parts of a shared resource. Originally conceived in
the file system context, range locks are gaining increasing
interest in the Linux kernel community seeking to alleviate
bottlenecks in the virtual memory management subsystem.
The existing implementation of range locks in the kernel,
however, uses an internal spin lock to protect the underlying
tree structure that keeps track of acquired and requested
ranges. This spin lock becomes a point of contention on its
own when the range lock is frequently acquired. Further-
more, where and exactly how specific (refined) ranges can
be locked remains an open question.
In this paper, we make two independent, but related con-
tributions. First, we propose an alternative approach for
building range locks based on linked lists. The lists are easy
to maintain in a lock-less fashion, and in fact, our range
locks do not use any internal locks in the common case. Sec-
ond, we show how the range of the lock can be refined in
the mprotect operation through a speculative mechanism.
This refinement, in turn, allows concurrent execution of
mprotect operations on non-overlapping memory regions.
We implement our new algorithms and demonstrate their
effectiveness in user-space and kernel-space, achieving up
to 9× speedup compared to the stock version of the Linux
kernel. Beyond the virtual memory management subsystem,
we discuss other applications of range locks in parallel soft-
ware. As a concrete example, we show how range locks can
be used to facilitate the design of scalable concurrent data
structures, such as skip lists.
CCSConcepts •Theory of computation→Concurrency;
• Computer systems organization → Multicore archi-
tectures; • Software and its engineering→Mutual ex-
clusion; Concurrency control; Virtual memory.
Keywords reader-writer locks, semaphores, scalable syn-
chronization, lock-less, Linux kernel, parallel file systems
1 Introduction
Range locks are a synchronization construct designed to pro-
vide concurrent access to multiple threads (or processes) to
∗Work was done while the author was an intern at Oracle Labs.
disjoint parts of a shared resource. Originally, range locks
were conceived in the context of file systems [2], to address
scenarios in which multiple writers would want to write into
different parts of the same file. A conventional approach of
using a single file lock to mediate the access among those
writers creates a synchronization bottleneck. Range locks,
however, allow each writer to specify (i.e., lock) the part of
the file it is going to update, thus allowing serialization be-
tween writers accessing the same part of the file, but parallel
access for writers working on different parts.
In recent years, there has been a surge of interest in range
locks in a different context. Specifically, the Linux kernel com-
munity considers using range locks to address contention
on mmap_sem [13], which is “one of the most intractable con-
tention points in the memory-management subsystem” [9].
mmap_sem is a reader-writer semaphore protecting the access
to the virtual memory area (VMA) structures. VMA repre-
sents a distinct and contiguous region in the virtual address
space of an application; all VMA structures are organized
as a red-black tree (mm_rb) [6]. The mmap_sem semaphore
is acquired by any virtual memory-related operation, such
as mapping, unmapping and mprotecting memory regions,
and handling page fault interrupts. As a result, for data in-
tensive applications that operate on chunks of dynamically
allocatedmemory, the contention on the semaphore becomes
a significant bottleneck [6, 9, 11].
The existing implementation of range locks in the Linux
kernel is relatively straightforward. It uses a range tree
(based on red-black trees) protected by a spin lock [22]. Given
that every acquisition and release of the range lock, for any
range, results in the acquisition and release of that spin lock,
the latter can easily become a bottleneck on its own under
heavy use regardless of the contention on actual ranges. Note
that even non-overlapping ranges and/or ranges acquired
for read have to synchronize using that same spin lock. We
expand on the implementation of existing range locks in the
kernel and its shortcomings in Section 3.
Even when putting the issues in the existing range lock im-
plementation aside, exploiting the potential parallelismwhen
using range locks to protect the access to VMA structures in
the Linux kernel is far from trivial. The key challenge is that
addresses presented to virtual memory (VM) operations (sin-
gular addresses arising from page fault handling or ranges
associated with APIs such as mprotect) do not necessarily
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fall on VMA boundaries. Thus, the enclosing range of the
VM space that needs to be protected is not known in advance
of walking the mm_rb tree. Therefore, simply applying a VM
operation under the lock acquired for the range of that oper-
ation does not work. As an intuitive example, consider two
mprotect operations on different (non-overlapping) mem-
ory ranges. If those operations acquire the range lock only
on those (non-overlapping) ranges, they may race with each
other on updates to the VMA metadata if they end up oper-
ating on the same VMA. Furthermore, regardless of whether
two mprotects operate on the same VMA, if one of them ro-
tates the mm_rb tree, the other one may read an inconsistent
state while traversing the tree in parallel. All these issues
might be the reason that in the kernel patch that replaces
mmap_sem with a range lock, the latter is always acquired for
the full range1 [5], exploiting no potential parallelism that
range locks can provide2.
This paper makes two related, but independent contribu-
tions. First, we propose an alternative design for efficient
scalable range locks that addresses the shortcomings of the
existing algorithm. Our idea is to organize ranges in a linked
list instead of a range tree. Each node in the list represents
an acquired range. Therefore, conceptually, once a thread
manages to insert its node into the list, it holds the range
lock for that particular range. While traversing a list to find
the insertion point is less efficient than traversing a tree, the
number of nodes in the list is expected to be relatively low,
as it corresponds to the number of threads in the system
accessing ranges. At the same time, lists are known to be
more amenable for non-blocking updates, since unlike a (bal-
anced) tree, one needs to modify atomically just one pointer
to update the list. As a result, our list-based design does not
require any lock in the common case.
Our second contribution is the discussion of applications
for range locks in parallel software. Our prime focus is
on scaling the virtual memory management in the Linux
kernel by introducing a speculative mechanism into the
mprotect operations. As we observe, in certain cases han-
dling mprotect calls results in modifying the metadata of the
underlying VMA without changing the structure of mm_rb.
For those cases, our mechanism acquires the range lock only
for a relatively small (refined) range, thus enabling paral-
lel execution of mprotect operations on non-overlapping
regions of virtual memory. As it turns out, those are the
common cases for applications that use the GLIBC memory
allocator, which is the default user-mode malloc-free alloca-
tor. The latter employs per-thread memory arenas, which are
1The range lock API includes calls to acquire the lock for a specific range
(e.g., [10..25]) as well as a special call to acquire the lock for the entire (full)
range (i.e., [0..264 − 1]).
2The author of the patch notes that "while there is no improvement of
concurrency perse, these changes aim at adding the machinery to permit
this in the future." We are not aware of any follow-up work that does that.
initialized by mmaping a large chunk of memory and mpro-
tecting the pages that are actually in use. Those mprotect
calls expand or shrink the size of the VMA corresponding to
the set of pages with currently allocated objects, which are
exactly the cases that our speculative mechanism supports.
We note that the applicability of range locks extends be-
yond the virtual memory management subsystem. As Kim
et al. demonstrated recently [24], range locks can be used
to optimize shared file I/O operations in a file system; we
believe that the range locks we present in this paper can be
used as a drop-in replacement for the implementation used
in [24]. More generally, drawing from the original motiva-
tion behind the concept of range locks, the ideas presented in
this paper appear to be a natural fit for parallel file systems;
we plan to experiment with such systems in the future work.
In addition, we argue that range locks can be highly useful in
facilitating the design of scalable concurrent data structures.
As a concrete example, we discuss the design of a new skip
list in which a range lock is used for scalable synchronization
between threads applying concurrent operations on the skip
list. The new skip list is based on a well-known optimistic
skip list by Helrihy et al. [21]. Instead of acquiring multiple
locks during an update operation (potentially, as many as
the number of levels in the skip list) [21], our design acquires
one range only. Beyond the potential performance benefits of
reducing lock contention and the number of required atomic
operations, our design eliminates the need for associating
a (spin) lock with every node in the list, thus reducing the
memory footprint of the skip list.
We have evaluated our ideas both in the user-space and
kernel-space. For the former, we implemented our list-based
range locks and compared them to the tree-based range
lock implementation that we ported from the Linux kernel
into the user-space. Our experiments confirm that the new
range locks scale better and outperform existing range locks
in virtually all evaluated settings. Moreover, we show that
the range lock-based skip lists perform significantly better
when using our implementation of range locks underneath,
compared to the tree-based range lock implementation. We
also implemented the new range locks in the kernel, and
evaluated them with Metis, a suite of map-reduce bench-
marks [27] used extensively for the scalability research of
the Linux kernel [3, 6, 11, 23]. When coupled with the specu-
lative mechanism in mprotect, some Metis benchmarks run
up to 9× faster on the modified kernel compared to stock and
up to 69× faster compared to the kernel that uses tree-based
range locks.
2 Related Work
Range locks (or byte-range locks) were conceived in the
context of file systems to support concurrent access to the
same file [2]. Since files are a continuous range of bytes,
different processes can access disjoint regions within the
same file if they acquire a (range) lock for the desired region,
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e.g., through the fcntl operation in Unix [2]. More recently,
range locks gained attention as an important piece in the de-
sign of parallel and distributed file systems. In GPFS [34], for
instance, when a process requests access to a region within
a file, it is granted a token for the whole file. Only when
another process requests access to another disjoint region
within the same file, a revoke request is sent to the token
holder to revoke its rights for the other process’s desired
range. This design has low locking overhead when a file is
accessed by a single process at the cost of higher overhead
when coordination between multiple processes is required.
Thakur et al. [36] suggested the use of a data-structure with
a per-process entry. Each process would acquire a range
lock in two steps: first it accesses its slot within the data-
structure updating it with the desired range and then it reads
a snapshot of the data-structure. If no other process has re-
quested a conflicting range, the lock is acquired; otherwise,
the steps are repeated after processes reset their slots within
the data-structure.
To avoid liveness issues, Aarestad et al. [1] proposed using
a red-black tree to store the ranges acquired by different pro-
cesses. The same approach is taken by recent efforts within
the Linux kernel development community to replace the read-
write semaphore within the virtual memory sub-system with
a red-black tree-based range lock implementation [4, 22].
However, as explained earlier, relying on a red-black tree
protected by a spin lock can be a serious scalability bottle-
neck, as we will confirm later in Section 7. At the same time,
our approach does not use locks in the common case.
In a recent and highly relevant work [24], Kim et al. con-
sider using range locks in the context of parallel file systems,
and make a similar observation regarding the lack of scala-
bility of the existing kernel range locks. They followed an
alternative design for range locks, which was previously
proposed by Quinson et al. [33], in which the entire range
is divided into (a preset number of) segments, each associ-
ated with a reader-writer lock. To acquire a certain part of
the range for read or write, one needs to acquire the reader-
writer locks of the corresponding segments in the respective
mode. In their proposal, the full range acquisition is par-
ticularly expensive, as it requires acquiring all underlying
reader-writer locks. Moreover, choosing the right granularity,
i.e., the number of segments, is critical — too few segments
would create contention on the underlying reader-writer
locks, while too many segments would make range acquisi-
tion more expensive — yet, Kim et al. do not discuss how the
granularity should be tuned. Therefore, we believe the appli-
cability of Kim et al.’s scenarios is limited to the cases where
the size of the entire range and the granularity of the access
are known and static, which is precisely the case considered
in [24]. Nevertheless, we include Kim et al.’s range locks in
our performance study in Section 7.
The database community developed a similar concept to
range locks, known as key-range locks [31, 32]. They were
introduced to guarantee serializability of database transac-
tions operating on a range of records, avoiding so called
phantom read phenomena [26]. Besides locking all existing
keys within a range, key-range locks also lock the neigh-
boring key such that, e.g., no concurrent transaction could
insert new keys — that did not exist a priori, and thus could
not be locked — within the desired range [31]. To allow more
concurrency, Lomet [26] introduced hierarchical locking to
attribute different lock modes to ranges and keys (e.g., lock-
ing a range in exclusive mode and a key in shared mode).
To overcome the high locking overhead incurred by locking
all the keys within a range, Graefe [17] suggested dynami-
cally switching between different locking granularities. In
addition to the higher locking overhead that these solutions
can incur, they also suffer from lower parallelism since non-
overlapping ranges within a region where no keys exist have
to be unnecessarily serialized on an existing key. Lomet and
Mokbel [25] tried to decouple locking from the existing data
by statically partitioning tables into disjoint partitions. Com-
pared to our solution, such an approach suffers from lower
parallelism due to false sharing when non-overlapping range
lock requests fall within the same partition.
As mentioned earlier, one of the main motivations behind
the renewed interest in range locks is to design a scalable
locking mechanism for the kernel address space operations.
Song et al. attempted to address this problem in the context
of parallelizing live VM migration [35]. To that end, they
proposed a range lock implementation based on a skip list
protected by a spin lock. Conceptually, their design is very
similar to the one found in the Linux kernel [22]. In particular,
both cases have the same bottleneck in the form of a spin lock
protecting their corresponding underlying data structures
for tracking acquired ranges.
Several works pursued the same goal of scaling kernel ad-
dress space operations via a different route: replacing the red-
black-tree mm_rb with alternative data-structures. Clements
et al. [6] proposed using a RCU-balanced tree to allow con-
currency between a single writer and multiple readers. In
addition to not allowing parallel update operations, the pro-
posed tree trades fewer rotations for tree imbalance, which
can increase tree traversal times. In another work by the
same authors, they proposed using a radix tree, where each
mapped page will be inserted in a separate node within the
tree [7]. Such design supports concurrent read and update
accesses to non-overlapping nodes. However, this comes at
two significant costs: (i) a large memory footprint for using
per-page nodes, and (ii) high locking overhead, since locking
a range of pages entails locking several nodes within the
tree. Unlike both proposals by Clements et al., our work does
not require changing mm_rb and thus requires less intrusive
changes to the kernel.
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3 Existing Range Locks in the Kernel
The existing implementation of range locks in the Linux
kernel uses a range tree (based on red-black trees) protected
by a spin lock [22]. To acquire a range, a thread first acquires
the spin lock and then traverses the tree to find a count of
all the ranges that overlap with (and thus, block) the given
range. For a reader-writer range lock, this count does not
include overlapping ranges belonging to other readers (if
the given acquisition is also for read) [4]. Next, the thread
inserts a node describing its range into the tree, and releases
the spin lock. If at that point the count of blocking ranges is
zero, the thread has the range lock and can start the critical
section that the lock protects. Otherwise, it waits until the
count drops to zero, which would happen when threads that
have acquired blocking (i.e., overlapping) ranges exit their
respective critical sections. Specifically, when a thread is
done with its range, it acquires the spin lock, removes its
node from the tree and then traverses the tree, decrementing
the count of blocking ranges for all relevant ranges, and
finally releases the spin lock.
This range lock implementation has several shortcomings.
The most severe one is the use of a spin lock to protect the
range tree. This lock can easily become a bottleneck on its
own even without the logical contention on ranges. Note
that every acquisition and release of the range lock results
in the acquisition and release of that spin lock. Therefore,
even non-overlapping ranges and/or ranges acquired for
read have to synchronize using that same spin lock.
Furthermore, while placing all ranges in the range tree
preserves the FIFO order, it limits concurrency. Assume that
we have three exclusive acquisition requests for ranges com-
ing in this order: A=[1..3], B=[2..7], C=[4..5]. While A holds
the lock, B is blocked (it overlaps with A), and C is blocked
behind B, but in practice, it could proceed as it does not
overlap with A. Finally, the existing range locks have no fast
path, that is, even when there is a single thread acquiring a
range, it still would go through the same path of acquiring
the spin lock, updating the range tree and so on.
The list-based range locks presented in this paper address
all the aforementioned issues. First, they only use a lock
when fairness is concerned, i.e., to avoid starvation of threads
trying to acquire a range, but repeatedly failing to do so due
to other threads that manage to acquire overlapping ranges.
In our experiments, this is an unlikely scenario, meaning that
our range locks do not use any locks in the common case.
Second, list-based range locks can achieve a higher level of
parallelism by allowing concurrent threads to acquire more
(non-overlapping) ranges. Considering the example above,
for instance, while A is in the list, B waits until A finishes,
but C can go ahead and insert its node into the list after A.
Finally, our design allows the introduction of a fast path, in
which the range lock can be acquired in a small constant
number of steps. This path is particularly efficient for single-
thread applications or multi-thread applications in which a
range lock is acquired by one thread at a time.
We opted to use a linked list as an underlying data struc-
ture for the relative simplicity and amenability to concurrent
updates of the former. We note that, in general, a linear-
time search provided by a linked list is less efficient than the
logarithmic-time search provided by a balanced search tree
or a skip list. In practice, however, this should not present an
issue, as in all applications that we consider the number of
stored elements (ranges) in the list is relatively small since it
is proportional to the number of threads accessing concur-
rently the resource(s) protected by the range lock. For the
setting in which this assumption does not hold, we plan to
investigate extending our design to employ a skip list for
more efficient search operations in the future.
4 Scalable Range Lock Design
4.1 Exclusive Access Variant
We start with a simpler version of our linked list-based range
locks algorithm intended for mutual exclusion, i.e., it sup-
ports concurrent acquisition of disjoint ranges, but no over-
lapping ranges are allowed. In the next section, we describe
an extension of the algorithm to support reader-writer ex-
clusion, where readers can acquire overlapping ranges, but a
writer cannot overlap with another (reader or writer) thread.
The idea at the basis of the algorithm is to insert acquired
ranges in a linked list sorted by ranges’ starting points. Ac-
cordingly, any overlapping ranges will compete to be in-
serted at the same position in the list. Therefore, by relying
on an atomic compare-and-swap (CAS) primitive, it is possi-
ble to ensure that only one range from a group of overlapping
ranges will succeed in entering the list while others will fail.
The pseudo-code for the exclusive access list-based
range locks algorithm is shown in Listing 1. It presents
the lock structures and the implementation of the
MutexRangeAcquire and MutexRangeRelease functions as
well as the auxiliary functions called by those two. For the
clarity of exposition, we assume sequential consistency. Our
actual implementation uses volatile keywords and mem-
ory fences where necessarily. CAS and FAA indicate opcodes
for the compare-and-swap and fetch-and-add atomic instruc-
tions, respectively3; Pause() is a no-op operation used for
polite busy-waiting.
For each shared resource protected by a range lock, a
ListRL list must be defined. Each node, LNode, within the
list contains the range it defines and a pointer to the next
node in the list (cf. Listing 1). At the beginning, the head of
the list points to null, indicating that the list is empty.
When a thread requests an exclusive access over the given
region within a resource, it first creates an instance of the
3It is easy to simulate FAA with CAS on architectures that do not have a
native support for the former.
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1 class LNode: ##defines a node a within the list
2 __u64 start ; __u64 end
3 LNode∗ next
4 ##defines a list for range locks protecting the same resource
5 class ListRL :
6 LNode∗ head ## pointer to the head of the list
7 ##defines a range lock to protect a region within a shared resource
8 class RangeLock:
9 LNode∗ node
10 def MutexRangeAcquire(ListRL∗ listrl , __u64 start , __u64 end):
11 RangeLock∗ rl = new RangeLock()
12 rl−>node = new LNode()
13 rl−>node−>start = start ; rl−>node−>end = end; rl−>node−>next = NULL
14 InsertNode( listtl , rl−>node)
15 return rl
16 def MutexRangeRelease(RangeLock∗ rl)
17 DeleteNode(rl−>node)
18 def compare(LNode∗ lock1, LNode∗ lock2 ):
19 if ! lock1 : return 1 ## lock1 is end of the list , no overlap
20 ## check if lock1 comes after lock2 , no overlap
21 if lock1−>start >= lock2−>end: return 1
22 ## check if lock1 is before lock2 , no overlap
23 if lock2−>start >= lock1−>end: return −1
24 return 0 ## lock1 and lock2 overlap
25 def marked(LNode ∗node): return is_odd (( __u64)node)
26 def unmark(LNode ∗node): return (__u64)node − 1
27 def InsertNode(ListRL ∗ listrl , LNode ∗lock ):
28 while true :
29 LNode∗∗ prev = & listrl −>head
30 LNode∗ cur = ∗prev
31 while true :
32 if marked(cur): ## prev is logically deleted?
33 break ## traversal must restart as pointer to previous is lost .
34 elif cur and marked(cur−>next): ## cur is logically deleted?
35 LNode ∗next = unmark(cur−>next)
36 CAS(prev, cur , next) ## try to remove it from list
37 cur = next ## and continue traversing the list
38 else : ## cur is currently protecting a range
39 auto ret = compare(cur, lock )
40 if ret == −1: ## lock succeeds cur :
41 prev = &cur−>next ## continue traversing ...
42 cur = ∗prev ## the list .
43 elif ret == 0: ## lock overlaps with cur :
44 while(!marked(cur−>next)): ## wait until ...
45 Pause() ## cur marks itself as deleted
46 elif ret == 1: ## lock precedes cur or reached end of list :
47 lock−>next = cur ## then try to ...
48 if CAS(prev, cur , lock ): ## insert lock into the list
49 return 0 ## success − the range is acquired now.
50 cur = ∗prev ## o/w continue traversing the list .
51 def DeleteNode(LNode ∗lock):
52 FAA(&lock−>next, 1) ## logically mark lock as deleted .
Listing 1. Pseudo-code for the exclusive access range
locks implementation.
RangeLock structure (cf. Line 11), which contains a pointer
to the LNode structure. Note that for simplicity, we allocate a
new RangeLock instance each time the MutexRangeAcquire
is called. It is possible, however, to maintain and reuse a pool
of RangeLock instances; we discuss memory management
of those instances in detail in Section 4.4. Next, the thread
initializes the RangeLock structure (cf. Lines 12–13). Finally,
in order to acquire a range, the thread must successfully
insert the corresponding node into the given range lock
list structure (cf. Line 14). To release the acquired range (in
MutexRangeRelease), a node corresponding to the range is
deleted from the list (cf. Line 17).
The InsertNode function describes the logic of inserting
a node (lock) into the list (cf. Listing 1). At the high level,
this function traverses the list searching for the insertion
point (in the increasing order of start addresses) for the given
node describing the given range. If the traversal comes by a
node with an overlapping range, it waits until that node is
removed from the list.
In more detail, InsertNode traverses the list from its head
and checks each node, cur, it encounters while maintaining
a pointer, prev, that points to the address of the previous
node’s next pointer. A node in the list can either be marked,
i.e., logically deleted with the least significant bit of its next
pointer being set, or not. (We describe the deletion mecha-
nism in detail later.) If prev is found to be logically deleted,
the traversal has to restart, as the list might have changed
in a way that would not allow the thread to insert its node
safely (cf. Line 32). If cur is logically deleted, an attempt
to remove it from the list is made by making prev point to
cur’s successor (cf. Lines 34–37). This is done by issuing
CAS to atomically replace the pointer to cur by a pointer
to cur’s successor. Regardless of the result of CAS, which
may fail due to a concurrent thread performing the same
change, the traversal of the list continues (Line 37). We note,
however, that in our actual implementation we check the re-
sult of CAS, and if successful, we reclaim the node using the
memory management mechanism described in Section 4.4.
When an unmarked cur is encountered, the ranges of
both cur and lock are compared (cf. Line 39) — see the
compare function for details (Lines 18–24). If (the range in)
lock succeeds (the range in) cur without overlapping with
it, the list traversal is continued (Lines 40–42). If they overlap,
then lock must wait until cur is marked as deleted, which
will happenwhen the thread that acquired the corresponding
range exits its critical section. After the wait, the traversal
resumes from the same point (and the marked cur will be
subsequently removed as described above).
In case lock precedes cur (or cur is null), the insertion
position for lock has been found to be between prev and
cur. To execute the insertion, CAS is issued trying to replace
cur by lock in prev (see Line 48). If the CAS is successful,
the exclusive access over the range is now acquired and the
function can return (Line 49). Otherwise, this means another
thread has changed prev, either by inserting a node right
after prev or marking prev for deletion. In this case, the
traversal is resumed from the same point with cur being
updated to a new value from prev (Line 50).
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An acquired range lock is unlocked by deleting the corre-
sponding node from the list (cf. Line 17). In a linked list, it
means updating the next pointer of the node’s predecessor
to point to the node’s successor. However, one has to locate
the predecessor first, which means traverse the list from
the head. For performance considerations, when releasing a
range lock, we only delete the corresponding node logically.
This is achieved by a common technique in concurrent linked
list implementations of marking the node [19], i.e., setting
the least significant bit (LSB) of its next pointer. This set-
ting avoids races with concurrent threads trying to change
the value of next while inserting or removing a neighbor-
ing node. (Recall that CAS instructions in InsertNode are
issued on pointers of nodes that are expected not to be log-
ically deleted.) Since only one thread can mark any given
node (the thread that acquired the corresponding range),
setting the LSB can be done with an atomic increment in-
struction (cf. Line 52). This means that on architectures that
support such an instruction, range lock release is wait-free.
As described above, marked nodes are removed from the list
during traversals in InsertNode.
Correctness Argument:We argue that the pseudo-code in
Listing 1 is a correct and a deadlock-free implementation
of exclusive access range locks. For correctness, we argue
that the implementation never allows two threads to acquire
range locks with overlapping ranges. This claim is based on
the following invariant:
Invariant 1. For any two consecutive ranges R1 and R2 in
the list ListRL, R1.end ≤ R2.start.
To prove the progress property, we note that a thread
T would remain infinitely long in the InsertNode function
only if (a) it finds infinitely often its prev variable pointing to
a deleted node (cf. Line 32), or (b) it traverses infinitely many
logically deleted nodes (cf. Lines 34–37), or (c) it traverses in-
finitely many ranges that end before the thread’s range starts
(cf. Lines 40–42), or (d) it waits infinitely long to a thread
with an overlapping range (cf. Line 45). Given that the list
contains a finite number of nodes when T calls InsertNode,
cases (a), (b), and (c) are possible only if some other thread (or
threads) insert (and delete) infinitely many nodes, which in
turn means that those threads acquire and release infinitely
many ranges while T is executing InsertNode. Assuming
that no thread fails while holding the range lock, then either
case (d) is impossible as the thread would mark its node as
logically deleted in a finite number of steps (if the hardware
supports wait-free FAA), or case (d) is possible only if infin-
itely many threads would acquire and release a range lock
(for the CAS-based implementation of FAA). Thus, T would
either return from InsertNode (and thus acquire the range
lock), or infinitely many threads would acquire and release
the range lock while T is executing InsertNode.
We note that the described implementation of the list-
based range lock is not starvation-free, e.g., a thread trying
(a)
(b)
Figure 1. An example for a race condition between readers
and writers solved by validation. (a): Three reader ranges
are in the list. (b): A new reader with the range [15..45]
arrives, and since it starts before the reader with the range
[20..25], it inserts itself into the list after a reader with the
range [1..10]. At the same time, a writer with the range
[30..35] arrives, finds that it does not overlap with any
reader and inserts itself into the list after the reader with the
range [20..25].
to insert a node into the list may continuously fail to apply
CAS (cf. Line 48) and/or be forced to restart the traversal if
its prev pointer gets marked (cf. Lines 32–33). In Section 4.3
we describe a simple mechanism to introduce fairness and
avoid starvation.
4.2 Reader-Writer Variant
In the previous section, we have presented a range lock
algorithm that supports acquiring exclusive access on de-
fined ranges. Now, we extend the algorithm to handle reader-
writer synchronization. For the sake of brevity, in this section
threads acquiring a range lock in shared mode will be re-
ferred to as readers while threads acquiring a range lock in
exclusive mode will be referred to as writers.
A natural way to extend the range locks algorithm from
the previous section is to consider the access mode (read or
write) in the compare function, and allow an overlap when
both compared ranges belong to readers. In other words, we
would traverse the list (in InsertNode) and insert the given
node into the list even if that node (i.e., its range) overlaps
with an existing node, and both nodes belong to readers.
Unfortunately, this approach enables a race condition be-
tween readers and writers, exemplified in Figure 1. A reader
may “miss” a writer with an overlapping range located down
the list. At the same time, a writer may “miss” a reader with
an overlapping range that entered the list at the point that
the writer has already traversed. This race condition is pos-
sible because overlapping readers and writers may insert
themselves into the list at different points (i.e., after different
nodes), and therefore they do not compete to modify the
same (next) pointer (see Figure 1).
We solve this problem with an extra validation step per-
formed by readers and writers. Specifically, when a reader
inserts its node into the list, it continues to scan the list until
it finds a node with a range that does not overlap. If dur-
ing this scan the reader comes across a writer, it waits until
the writer’s node is (logically) deleted. As for the writer, its
validation step is slightly different (since a similar wait by
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1 ##function called to protect a given range
2 ##within a resource protected by list
3 def RWRangeAcquire(ListRL∗ listrl , __u64 start , __u64 end, int reader ):
4 do:
5 RangeLock∗ rl = new RangeLock()
6 rl−>node = new LNode()
7 rl−>node−>start = start
8 rl−>node−>end = end
9 rl−>node−>next = NULL
10 rl−>node−>reader = reader ## set to 1 if reader , 0 if writer
11 while(InsertNode( listrl , rl−>node))
12 return rl
13 ## return values :
14 ## −1: if lock1 comes before lock2 , or
15 ## if both are readers and lock1 starts before lock2
16 ## 0: if they overlap (and at least one of the locks is a writer )
17 ## +1 if lock1 comes after lock2 , or
18 ## if both are readers and lock1 starts after lock2
19 def compare(LNode∗ lock1, LNode∗ lock2 ):
20 if ! lock1 : return 1
21 int readers = lock−>reader + lock2−>reader
22 if lock2−>start >= lock1−>end: return −1
23 if lock2−>start >= lock1−>start and readers == 2: return −1
24 if lock1−>start >= lock2−>end: return 1
25 if lock1−>start >= lock2−>start and readers == 2: return 1
26 return 0
27 def InsertNode(ListRL ∗ listrl , LNode ∗lock ):
28 ... ## same as InsertNode in Listing 1 up to Line 48
29 if CAS(prev, cur , lock ): ## try to insert lock into the list
30 if lock−>reader: return r_validate ( lock ) ## validate as a reader
31 else : return w_validate( listrl , lock ) ## validate as a writer
32 ... ## same as Listing 1
Listing 2. Reader-Writer range locks presented as diffs
from the corresponding functions in Listing 1.
writers for readers would lead to deadlock). Once the writer
inserts itself into the list, it re-traverses the list from the
head until it finds its own node. If during this re-traversal, a
writer finds a reader with an overlapping range, the writer
leaves the list (by logically deleting its node) and restarts the
acquisition attempt from the beginning. The race conditions
can only happen between a reader and a writer that have
both inserted themselves into the list, therefore re-traversing
the list will guarantee detecting such a race.
Note that this validation approach may cause starvation
of writers, as they may be forced to restart repeatedly by
incoming readers. We describe a way to avoid this issue in
Section 4.3. Furthermore, note that our validation approach
gives preference to readers, since in case of a conflict they
stay in the list while writers restart. It is straightforward to
reverse the scheme and give preference to writers instead,
by letting them stay in the list (while waiting for conflicting
readers to leave) and making the readers restart in case of a
conflict.
Listing 2 shows how to implement shared range locks,
where overlapping acquisitions with shared (reader) accesses
do not block each the other. The pseudo-code in Listing 2 is
presented in the form of diffs from Listing 1. The LNode struc-
ture includes now a flag (reader) indicating whether the cor-
responding range is acquired for read or for write. (This is
34 ## reader validation : scans the list from the its node until
35 ## a non−overlapping node is found.
36 ## If an overlapping writer is found, waits for it and resumes the scan.
37 def r_validate (LNode ∗lock ):
38 LNode∗∗ prev = &lock−>next
39 LNode∗ cur = unmark(∗prev)
40 while true :
41 if !cur or cur−>start > lock−>end: return 0 ## validation is over
42 if marked(cur−>next): ## cur is logically deleted?
43 LNode ∗next = unmark(cur−>next)
44 CAS(prev, cur , next) ## try to remove it from list
45 cur = next ## and continue traversing the list
46 elif cur−>reader: ## another overlapping reader
47 prev = &cur−>next ## continue traversing ...
48 cur = unmark(∗prev) ## the list .
49 else : ## lock overlaps with cur and cur is a writer :
50 while !marked(cur−>next): ## wait until ...
51 Pause() ## cur marks itself as deleted
52 ## writer validation : scans the list from the head until it finds itself .
53 ## If an overlapping reader exists , deletes itself and validation fails .
54 def w_validate(ListRL ∗ listrl , LNode ∗lock ):
55 LNode∗∗ prev = & listrl −>head
56 LNode∗ cur = unmark(∗prev)
57 while true :
58 if cur == lock : return 0 ## validation is over
59 if marked(cur−>next): ## cur is logically deleted?
60 LNode ∗next = unmark(cur−>next)
61 CAS(prev, cur , next) ## try to remove it from list
62 cur = next ## and continue traversing the list
63 elif cur−>end <= lock−>start: ## lock succeeds cur
64 prev = &cur−>next ## continue traversing ...
65 cur = unmark(∗prev) ## the list .
66 else : ## lock overlaps with cur :
67 DeleteNode(lock ); ## delete the node ...
68 return 1 ## and fail validation
Listing 3. Validation functions called from InsertNode
in Listing 2.
a trivial change and thus not shown). The RWRangeAcquire
function is similar to MutexRangeAcquire (in Listing 1),
except that the call to InsertNode is now wrapped in a
do-while loop. This loop will be executed more than once
by a writer only, and only in the case the writer’s vali-
dation fails. The RWRangeRelease function is identical to
MutexRangeRelease (in Listing 1) and thus not shown. The
compare function is adapted in a straightforward way to
allow overlapping reader ranges (see Lines 19–26). Finally,
the only change in the InsertNode function is the call to
validation functions according to the access mode for which
the range lock is acquired (see Lines 29–31).
The details of the validation functions are given in List-
ing 3.
A reader executes the r_validate function, where it con-
tinues to traverse the list from the point where it just in-
serted its node and until it either reaches the end of the list
or reaches a node that starts after the reader’s node ends
(Line 41). During the traversal, and as an optimization, the
reader attempts to remove logically deleted nodes from the
list (Lines 42–45). Like mentioned before in Section 4.1, in the
actual implementation, successfully removed nodes are recy-
cled using the memory management mechanism described
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in Section 4.4. Furthermore, if it encounters a writer’s node,
it waits until the node is logically deleted (Lines 49–51).
A writer, for its part, executes the w_validate function,
where it traverses the list from the head until it reaches
its node (Line 58). Like a reader, during the traversal the
writer attempts to remove logically deleted nodes from the
list (Lines 59–62). If, however, a writer comes across an over-
lapping node, it deletes its node and fails the validation
(Lines 66–68). Note that this overlapping node has to be-
long to a reader, since a writer waits for any overlapping
node (for which compare returns zero) before inserting itself
into the list (cf. Lines 43–45 in Listing 1).
Correctness Argument:We argue that the pseudo-code in
Listing 2 is a correct implementation of reader-writer range
locks. To that end, we argue that the implementation never
allows two threads to acquire conflicting ranges — ranges
conflict when they overlap and at least one of them is a writer.
Our claim is based on the following invariant:
Invariant 2. For any two consecutive ranges R1 and R2 in
ListRL, R1.start ≤ R2.start . Moreover, if R1 is a writer, then
R1.end ≤ R2.start .
Based on this invariant, if a reader or a writer G in
ListRL overlaps with a writerW , thenG .start ≤W .start (if
W .start ≤ G .start then, according to Invariant 2,W .end ≤
G .start , thus they can not overlap). Assume there is a writer
G in ListRL that overlaps withW and G .start ≤ W .start .
Since G is a writer then G .end ≤W .start (otherwise Invari-
ant 2 breaks), a contradiction. Now, we are left with the case
of G being a reader. There are two possibilities: either (i) G
entered ListRL beforeW or (ii) afterW . Note that a range
enters ListRL after a successful CAS at Line 29 in Listing 2.
The intuition at the basis of our correctness argument
is that if a conflicting range that enters ListRL last (among
the two conflicting ranges) defers to the other conflicting
range, we can guarantee reader-writer exclusion. Accord-
ingly, to handle the first case, w_validate is executed after
the CAS operation at Line 29, and since it starts travers-
ing ranges in ListRL from the head node, then any range
G with G .start ≤ W .start ≤ G .end that entered ListRL
beforeW (and has not left yet) is guaranteed to be visited
during the traversal. For the second case, r_validate is ex-
ecuted after the CAS operation, and since it starts traversing
ranges in ListRL from the node succeeding G, any rangeW
with G .start ≤W .start ≤ G .end that entered ListRL before
G is guaranteed to be visited during the traversal. Conse-
quently, by ensuring that both w_validate and r_validate
do not return successfully if a conflicting range lock is visited,
reader-writer exclusion is guaranteed.
As for deadlock freedom, the same arguments used for
the basic mutual exclusion apply also for the reader-writer
pseudo-code. There are two additional cases, though, in
which thread T may wait infinitely long in InsertNode:
(a) when w_validate infinitely often returns 1 and (b) when
r_validate function waits infinitely long for a thread with
an overlapping writer range. Case (a) is possible if other
thread (or threads) insert (and delete) infinitely many over-
lapping nodes, which in turn means that those threads ac-
quire and release infinitely many reader ranges while T is
executing InsertNode. Assuming that no thread fails after
executing the CAS operation at Line 29, case (b) is similar to
case (d) in the exclusive access variant (see Section ??).
Similarly to what we mentioned earlier, we note that while
the presented reader-writer range locks are deadlock-free,
they are not starvation-free. We discuss next how our design
can be augmented with an auxiliary lock to avoid starvation.
4.3 Fairness
The range lock design presented so far does not use any locks.
However, it allows starvation of a thread repeatedly failing
to insert its node into the list due to other threads concur-
rently acquiring and releasing locks (and thus modifying the
list). A simple way to avoid that is to introduce an auxiliary
(fair) reader-writer lock coupled with an impatient counter.
A thread acquiring the range lock checks the impatient
counter, and if it is equal to zero (common case), proceeds
with the range acquisition. Otherwise, if the counter is non-
zero, it acquires the RW-lock for read. When a thread fails
to acquire the range lock in a few attempts, it bumps up the
impatient counter (atomically) and acquires the RW-lock
for write. The counter is decremented (atomically) upon the
release of the RW-lock that was acquired for write. Note that
any race between a thread reading zero from the counter
and a thread incrementing the counter is benign, as the sole
purpose of this counter is to introduce fairness rather than
ensure the correctness of the underlying range lock.
4.4 Memory Reclamation
In the proposed design of range locks, threads traverse list
nodes concurrently with threads modifying the list. While
this approach avoids the bottleneck of an auxiliary lock pro-
tecting the underlying structure as found in the existing
implementation of range locks [4, 22], the lock-less traversal
of a list poses a challenge with respect to the memory man-
agement of list nodes. This is because a list node may not
be immediately reclaimed once it is removed from the list,
since other threads traversing the list may have a reference
to this node and may try to access its memory after it has
been removed from the list. This is a well-known problem in
the area of concurrent data structures [15, 30], and multiple
solutions are available [20].
For our kernel-space implementation, we employ the read-
copy-update (RCU) method [29], which is readily supported
in the Linux kernel [28]. RCU is a synchronization mech-
anism that allows readers (threads that access shared data
without modifying it) to execute concurrently with a writer
(a thread modifying shared data) without acquiring locks.
The idea at the basis of RCU is for readers to announce when
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they start and finish accessing shared data, while writers
apply their changes to a copy of the data that is visible to
only new readers (i.e., readers that started after the writer).
The old data is then atomically replaced by the (modified)
copy and recycled when there are no more active old readers.
In the context of memory reclamation, threads traversing
the list mark themselves as readers throughout the traversal,
while a thread trying to reclaim memory, performs that op-
eration as a writer. To facilitate progress and efficiency, we
employ the call_rcu() API, which does not require wait-
ing for concurrent readers when retiring memory. That is,
the memory will be retired (through the callback passed to
call_rcu()) asynchronously, after those readers exit their
corresponding critical sections.
For the user-space implementation, we chose an epoch-
based reclamation scheme [16] for its simplicity and low
overhead. We augment the epoch-based reclamation scheme
with thread-local object (node) pools to amortize reclamation
costs as we detail next. Each thread maintains two (thread-
local) pools of list nodes (where each pool is implemented as
a sequential linked list). One pool contains list nodes ready
to be allocated and used for a range lock acquisition (we call
this pool active), while another pool contains list nodes that
this thread has removed from the list, but has not recycled
yet (we call this pool reclaimed). Note that each thread has
only two pools, regardless of the number of range locks it
accesses. To amortize allocation costs, the active pools are
initialized with N records (N = 128 in our case), while the
reclaimed pool are initially empty. In addition, each thread is
associated with an epoch number, which is a 64-bit counter
initialized to zero and incremented before (and after) a thread
makes first (last, respectively) reference to a list node when
traversing the list during the range lock acquisition.
When a thread removes a node from the list, it puts the
node into the reclaimed pool. When a thread needs to allo-
cate a new node for the range lock acquisition, it grabs a
node from the active pool. If the active pool is empty, it calls
a barrier function, which iterates over epoch numbers of
other threads and waits for each thread to finish its current
operation (by incrementing its epoch), if such operation is
in progress (i.e., if the corresponding epoch number is odd).
After the barrier, it is safe to recycle (or reclaim) all nodes in
the reclaimed pool. Therefore, the thread switches between
its pools, and the (now empty) active pool becomes the re-
claimed pool, and the (potentially, non-empty) reclaimed
pool becomes the active pool. After the switch, and in or-
der to keep the memory footprint of the system steady, the
thread checks whether the size of the active pool is too small
(e.g., has less than N /2 nodes) and if so, replenishes the pool
by allocating new nodes (up to the total size of N ). At the
same time, if the active pool is too large (e.g., has more than
2N nodes), the active pool is trimmed by reclaiming (freeing)
extra nodes (up to the total size of N ). Note that when the
workload is balanced, i.e., each thread removes roughly the
same number of nodes that it inserts into the list underlying
the range lock, the memory management does not involve
the systemmemory allocator (except for the initial allocation
of active pools).
4.5 Fast Path Optimization
The proposed range lock implementation is amendable to
a fast path optimization, which allows the range lock to be
acquired and released in a constant number of steps when
the lock is not contended. This is particularly important for
a single thread execution, but is also useful when the lock is
accessed by multiple threads while only one of them accesses
the lock at a time.
The fast path is implemented as following. When a thread
acquires the range lock, it checks whether the list is empty
(i.e., whether head points to null). If so, it attempts to set
(using CAS) the head of the list to the marked pointer to the
node corresponding to the range lock acquisition request. If
successful, the range lock acquisition is complete. In pseudo-
code, the fast range lock acquisition path is implemented
with the following two lines inserted right before the call
to InsertNode in the range lock acquisition function (e.g.,
before Line 14 in Listing 1):
if ( listrl −>head == NULL and CAS(&listrl−>head, NULL, mark(rl−>node))):
return rl ;
The (not shown) mark macro simply sets the LSB of the
given pointer. Note that the head pointer can be marked only
if the lock has been acquired on the fast path. We exploit this
fact in two places. First, during unlock, if a thread t finds
that the head is marked and points to t ’s node, t realizes
that it has acquired the range lock through the fast path, and
attempts to release it by setting head to null (using CAS).
At the same time, if another thread t ′ attempts to acquire the
range lock on the regular path and finds head being marked,
it first removes the mark (by changing head to point to the
same node but without mark using CAS), and then proceeds
with the acquisition. This ensures that a range lock l acquired
on the fast path would be properly released on the regular
path if other threads acquired other ranges in the meantime
between l ’s acquisition and release.
In summary, the main difference between the fast and
regular paths is in the way nodes are removed from the list.
While on the regular path, the node is marked during lock
release, and removed during lock acquisition when (possibly)
another thread traverses the list, on the fast path the removal
is eager. This reduces the total number of atomic operations
required to delete a node from the list, and keeps the number
of steps performed during the lock operation constant as
there are no marked nodes that are needed to be removed
from the list first.
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5 Refining Ranges in VM Operations
5.1 Background
Operating systems provide processes with the virtual mem-
ory (VM) abstraction. It allows processes to assume they
have access to all possible addressable memory, regardless
of the actual underlying physical memory. To keep track of
how regions within a process’s virtual memory map to actual
physical memory pages (whether located in the main mem-
ory or swapped to disk), the Linux kernel uses the concept
of Virtual Memory Area (VMA) structures [14]. In practice,
VMA is a data structure that defines a distinct contiguous
region within the virtual memory address space using a start
address and a variable length (multiple of a page size). The
VMA metadata also includes other attributes, such as the
mapping to physical memory, access permissions, pointers
to neighboring VMA structures, etc. For each process, the
Linux kernel stores all its associated VMA structures in a red-
black tree (mm_rb). A typical VM operation starts by querying
mm_rb with an address (provided as an input from the API
caller) to find the enclosing VMA (if it exists). According
to the nature of the operation, it may read or change some
metadata of a VMA, split a VMA, merge two VMA structures,
insert a VMA, delete a VMA, etc. Note that a single VM opera-
tion may perform several of these operations on one or more
VMA structures, according to the given input address range.
Moreover, splitting, merging, inserting and deleting VMA
structures incur structural changes to the mm_rb. To that end,
operations that might modify VMA structures and/ormm_rb
(such as mprotect) acquire mmap_sem for write, while oper-
ations that only read VMAâĂŹs metadata (such as the page
fault handler) acquire mmap_sem for read.
While the concept of range locks may appear, at a first
glance, as a natural fit for synchronizing the access to re-
gions of the shared virtual memory address space, the task of
applying those locks for this purpose in the Linux kernel is
not straightforward due to mainly two reasons: (i) the APIs
of VM operations are oblivious to the underlying VMA struc-
tures, and rely on querying mm_rb for this purpose; and (ii) a
VM operation may end up performing structural changes to
mm_rb (and thus interfere with other concurrent VM opera-
tions accessing mm_rb), and this is unknown a-priori.
As a concrete example of the challenge of using
range locks in VM operations, consider two calls:
mprotect(0x100000, 65536, PROT_NONE) and
mprotect(0x180000, 65536, PROT_READ). If we
naively protect only the range on which each call operates
(i.e., [0x100000 .. 0x110000] and [0x180000 ... 0x190000]), and
those two ranges fall within the scope of the same VMA,
the two operations may simultaneously acquire range locks
for the corresponding ranges, and overwrite each other’s
updates to the metadata of that same VMA. Moreover, if
those calls result in a structural modification to mm_rb, they
would perform those modifications without synchronizing
(a) Two adjacent VMA structures, with
different protection flags.
(b) Same VMA structures af-
ter mprotect(0x1800, 4096,
PROT_READ | PROT_WRITE) returns.
Figure 2. Example for an mprotect operation changing
VMA metadata without modifying the mm_rb tree.
one with another.
To overcome these issues, one might always acquire the
range lock for the full range whenever this lock is required in
write mode. This would, however, preclude any parallelism
when a writer acquires the range lock, and in fact, is expected
to perform worse than mmap_sem (since the latter has a more
efficient acquisition path).
5.2 mprotect
By inspecting the implementation of various VM opera-
tions [14], we notice that they do not always end up mod-
ifying mm_rb. For instance, consider the case when there
are two neighboring VMA structures describing two con-
tiguous memory regions with different protection flags, and
mprotect is called on the area at the head of the second
VMA (or the tail of the first VMA), with protection flags
identical to the flags of the other VMA (see Figure 2). In
that scenario, the boundaries (i.e., the metadata) of the in-
volved VMA structures are changed, but the structure of
mm_rb remains unchanged. As mentioned in the Introduc-
tion, this case is common in the GLIBC memory allocator.
Consequently, for the cases where mm_rb does not change,
we devise a speculative approach, in which the range lock
is optimistically acquired only for the relevant part of the
VM address space. We note that when a VM operation needs
to modify mm_rb (e.g., when mprotect splits a VMA into
two, thus it needs to create a node corresponding to the new
VMA and insert it into mm_rb), acquiring the range lock for
the entire range is the only available option to synchronize
correctly with other operations traversing the mm_rb tree.
Listing 4 provides the pseudo-code for the mprotect op-
eration with the integrated speculative mechanism. The in-
tuition behind our speculative approach is that if we are
able to decide whether the mprotect operation will end up
modifying mm_rb before the mprotect applies its changes,
then it is safe to lock only the respective range; otherwise, if
we discover that mm_rb needs to be modified, we restart the
mprotect operation after acquiring the full range (for write).
The latter action prevents other concurrent speculative op-
erations from running and potentially reading inconsistent
mm_rbwhile it is being modified. To this end, we augment the
major memory management structure in the Linux kernel
(mm) with a sequence number. This number is incremented
every time a range lock acquired for the full range in write
mode is released. We use the sequence number to detect
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whether the mm_rb has changed during the speculative oper-
ation as described below.
The first step of the mprotect operation is to locate the
relevant VMA given the input address and size. Therefore,
we first acquire the range lock in read mode for the input
range. This ensures that the structure of the underlying
mm_rbwould not change while find_vma() is running, since
we make sure that mm_rb only changes under the range lock
acquired in write mode for the entire range. (As its name sug-
gests, find_vma() traverses mm_rb searching for the VMA
that contains the given address, or more precisely, searching
for the first VMA whose end address is larger than the given
address). Note that since the range lock is acquired in read
mode, this step may run in parallel with other speculating
operations (or any other operation that acquires a range lock
in read mode). After locating the VMA, we unlock the range
lock, and lock it again, this time in write mode and with
the range adjusted to span the entire VMA (plus some small
extra space, as we explain below). Note that during the time
the range lock is not held, mm_rb may change and, in partic-
ular, the VMA returned by find_vma() might not be valid
anymore. We use a sequence number mentioned above to
detect this scenario. Specifically, we read the sequence num-
ber right before dropping the read range lock and compare
it to the number read right after acquiring the write range
lock. If those numbers differ (or the boundaries of the found
VMA have changed), the speculation fails, and we restart the
mprotect operation from the beginning. We note that it is
trivial to limit the number of retries, although we do not do
that in our prototype implementation.
In case the speculation can proceed, we continue with
the operation by going through the logic of identifying
the required changes to the VMA(s) involved in the given
mprotect operation. If this logic identifies that the changes
require a structural modification to mm_rb, the speculation
fails, the write range lock is dropped, and the mprotect op-
eration is restarted by acquiring the write range lock for
the full range. Otherwise, the mprotect operation completes
while holding the write range lock for the relevant range
only, thus allowing parallelism with other mprotect opera-
tions and/or operations that acquire the range lock for read
(e.g., page faults discussed in the next section).
We are left to describe one subtle detail of determining the
size of the range for the write acquisition during speculation.
We note that it is not enough to lock only the underlying
VMA of the given mprotect operation. This is because as
discussed in Section Section 5.1, two mprotect operations
on neighboring VMA structures can change the metadata of
one another concurrently, thus creating a race condition. To
avoid this situation, we set the range of the write range lock
acquisition to the underlying VMA plus a page (4096 bytes)
from each side of the VMA.
While the speculative mechanism described in this sec-
tion is presented in the context of mprotect, we note that
1 mprotect(__u64 addr, size_t size , int prot_flags ):
2 __u64 start = addr
3 __u64 end = addr + size
4 bool speculate = true
5 while true :
6 if speculate : range_read_lock(range_lock , start , end)
7 else : range_full_write_lock (range_lock)
8 vm_area_struct ∗vma = find_vma(addr)
9 if speculate :
10 __u64 seq_number = mm−>seqnumber
11 __u64 aligned_start = vma−>start − 4096
12 __u64 aligned_end = vma−>end + 4096
13 range_read_unlock(range_lock)
14 range_write_lock(range_lock , aligned_start , aligned_end)
15 if seq_number != mm−>seqnumber or
16 aligned_start != (vma−>start−4096) or
17 aligned_end != (vma−>end+4096):
18 ## validation failed , retry
19 range_write_unlock(range_lock );
20 continue
21 ##apply mprotect logic
22 ...
23 if speculate and will perform structural modification :
24 range_write_unlock(range_lock)
25 speculate = false
26 continue
27 ...
28 release_write_unlock (range_lock)
29 return
Listing 4. Simplified pseudo-code for the speculative
mprotect implementation.
a similar mechanism can be employed in other operations
as well. For instance, mmap, munmap and brk all start from
calling find_vma (or a similar function), during which the
range lock can be held in the read mode. Those operations,
however, typically (but not always) end up modifying mm_rb,
and thus would need to drop the read range lock and acquire
the write range lock for the entire range. Thus, the specu-
lative approach would shorten the time during which the
write range lock is held at the cost of an extra (read) range
lock acquisition. Evaluating the effect of this speculation is
left for future work.
5.3 Page Faults
Page fault interrupts access the VM subsystem to identify
whether the address that triggered the fault is allowed to be
accessed. They do so by locating the appropriate VMA (by
calling the same find_vma() function) and then handling
the fault based on that VMA’s metadata (such as protection
flags). Since the page fault routine only queries the metadata
of VMA structures (but does not change them), it acquires the
range lock in read mode. The original patch that introduced
range locks into the Linux kernel, however, does all the
acquisitions, including the one in the page fault routine, for
the full range [5].
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We observe that the page fault routine accesses only the
metadata of the VMA returned by find_vma(). Therefore, it
is straightforward to refine the range of the lock acquisition
to contain only the given address (in our implementation, we
lock the range of a page size). We note that any modification
to mm_rb is done while holding the write range lock for the
full range, while any modification to VMA metadata is done
while holding the write range lock (at least, according to
Section 5.2) that covers the range being modified. Therefore,
the refinement of the range of the lock acquired in page
faults is safe. Furthermore, note that this refinement alone is
not expected to improve the scalability of the VM subsystem,
because the range lock is acquired in read mode, similarly
to the original mm_sem. However, when coupled with the
speculation in mprotect, page fault interrupts can now lock
and access VMA structures in parallel with some (or at least
part) of the mprotect operations.
6 Range Lock-based Skip Lists
In this section, we show how range locks can be used to
coordinate concurrent accesses to a skip list. We base our
design on the optimistic skip list by Herlihy et al. [21]. In
the original design, each node is associated with a spin lock.
Search operations are wait-free, and in particular do not ac-
quire any locks. Update operations start by searching the list
for the given key, locking all relevant nodes (we elaborate
on that below) and validating that the list has not changed
in a way that precludes completing the operation (e.g., the
node we want to delete is still in the list), perform the re-
quired update (removing the node from the list, or inserting
a new node), and finally unlock all the acquired locks. If the
validation above fails, the operation releases all the locks it
has acquired, and restarts.
When replacing the per-node spin lock with a single range
lock, we maintain the same properties. In particular, the
search operations are still wait-free, which is important for
read-dominated workloads. The major change is in the lock-
ing protocol. The original optimistic skip list acquires node-
level locks for all the predecessors of the node returned by
search (in case of a remove operation) or of the node with
a key larger than the given key (in case of an insert opera-
tion). Note that each node has between 1 and N predecessors,
where N is the number of levels in the skip list, and thus the
locking protocol consists of between 1 and N lock acquisi-
tions. In addition, remove operations acquire the lock of the
target node to be deleted, adding one more lock acquisition
to the locking protocol. With range locks, we always need to
acquire one range only. For inserts, the range is the interval
between the key of the predecessor at the highest level (at
which the new node will be inserted) and the target key (to
be inserted). For removes, the range is defined from the key
of the predecessor at the highest level to the target key (to be
removed) plus 1; the latter is to avoid races with inserts that
may attempt to update pointers in the to-be-deleted node.
We note that beyond the conceptual simplicity and the
potential performance benefits stemming from the fact that
each operation acquires at most one (range) lock, the range
lock-based skip list has a smaller memory footprint than its
original lazy counterpart. This is due to elimination of spin
locks associated with every node in the skip lists. As the
number of nodes in skip lists is typically (much) larger than
the number of concurrent threads updating the skip list, this
may translate into significant memory savings.
7 Performance Evaluation
7.1 User-space
In this section, we evaluate our linked list-based range locks
using two user-space applications.
We start with ArrBench, a microbenchmark that we de-
veloped in which threads access a range of slots of a shared
array for either read or write. This benchmark allows us
to assess the performance of our range locks in different
contention scenarios. Array slots are padded to the size of
a cache line. In read mode, a thread reads the values stored
in each slot in the given range, while for write a thread in-
crements the value stored in each slot by 1. Each operation
acquires a range lock for the corresponding range, and in the
corresponding access mode (read or write). Between opera-
tions on the array, each thread performs some (non-critical)
work, emulated by a variable number of no-op operations.
The number of no-op operations is chosen uniformly ran-
domly from the given range (2048 in our case). We set the
size of the array (i.e., the number of slots) to 256.
To simulate various levels of contention and possible us-
age scenarios for range locks, we created three variants of
the ArrBench: in the first variant, each thread acquires the
entire range of the array. In the second variant, each thread
acquires a non-overlapping range calculated by dividing the
size of the array by the number of threads. Note that in this
variant, threads do not conflict on the ranges they acquire.
Furthermore, in order to keep the amount of work (i.e., the
number of slot accesses) performed under the range lock the
same independent of the number of threads, in this variant
only, threads traverse the corresponding portion of the array
the number of times equal to the number of threads. In other
words, when this variant is run with one thread, that thread
would traverse the entire array once for every acquisition
of the range lock; when run with two threads, each of the
threads would traverse half of the array twice for every ac-
quisition of the range lock, and so on. Finally, in the third
variant, each thread picks random starting and ending points
from the range defined by the size of the array4, acquires the
range lock with that range, and performs one traversal of
corresponding slots.
We implemented the mutex and reader-writer variants of
4We select starting and ending points randomly modulo the size of the
array, and switch if the former is larger than the latter.
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the range lock described in the paper (without the fast path
and fairness optimizations – we leave the evaluation of those
for future work). We denote those variants as list-ex and
list-rw, respectively. We ported two implementations of
range locks found in the kernel into the user-space, one found
in the Lustre file system (denoted as lustre-ex) and another
recently proposed by Bueso [4] (denoted as kernel-rw). As
mentioned earlier, the latter is a reader-writer version of
the former. In the user-space experiments, we used a simple
test-test-and-set lock to implement a spin lock protecting
the range tree in lustre-ex and kernel-rw. We note that
the Linux kernel uses a slightly more sophisticated spin lock
implementation [8, 12], however, this detail is insignificant
in our context5. In addition, we implemented the recent pro-
posal for range locks by Kim et.al. [24]. Those locks were
proposed in the context of pNOVA, a variant of a non-volatile
memory file system, hence we denote this version of range
locks as pnova-rw. As described in Section 2, pnova-rw op-
erates with a present number of segments, each of a preset
size [24]; in our experiments we set this number to 256 seg-
ment, spanning one array slot each. We also experimented
with other number of segments, spanning multiple slots; al-
though the results were quantitatively different, they lead to
similar conclusions.
We ran the experiments on a system with two Intel Xeon
E5-2630 v4 sockets featuring 10 hyperthreaded cores each
(40 logical CPUs in total) and running Fedora 29. We did not
pin threads to cores, relying on the OS to make its choices.
We also disabled the turbo mode to avoid the effects of that
mode (which may vary with the number of threads) on the
results. We vary the number of threads between 1 and 40,
as well as the mix of operations performed by each thread
(100% reads, 80% reads and 20% writes, and 60% reads and
40% writes). The results for the 80% reads workload were
similar to the 60% reads workload and thus omitted. Each
reported experiment has been run 5 times in exactly the same
configuration. Presented results are the mean of throughput
results reported by each of those 5 runs, where throughput is
calculated based on the total number of operations performed
by all the threads running for ten seconds. The standard
deviation of nearly all results is less than 3% of the mean.
The results for the first variant of ArrBench, in which
threads acquire and access the entire range, are shown in
Figure 3 (a) and (b). The lustre-ex variant does not scale at
all, it allows only one thread to traverse the array at a time
as it does not support reader-writer semantics. Moreover, all
threads contend heavily on the spin lock protecting the range
tree structure. This is not the case for the list-ex, where the
fact the threads perform non-critical work without a range
lock helps it to scale for low thread counts. In fact, in most
cases list-ex performs better than kernel-rw, even though
5To confirm that, we tried a different lock and observed similar relative
performance results.
(a) 100% reads (b) 60% reads
(c) 100% reads (d) 60% reads
(e) 100% reads (f) 60% reads
Figure 3. Throughput for the ArrBench microbenchmark,
where all threads acquire the entire range (first row), threads
acquire non-overlapping ranges (second row) and threads
acquiring random ranges (third row).
the latter allows readers run concurrently. Once again, the
spin lock protecting the underlying range tree plays detri-
mental role in the performance of kernel-rw. The pnova-rw
variant also does not scale due to the high lock acquisition
latency (acquiring this lock for the entire range requires ac-
quiring all the underlying segment reader-writer locks). At
the same time, list-rw does not use locks in the common
case, and shows scalability across most thread counts.
The results for the second variant of ArrBench, in which
each thread acquires a non-overlapping part of the range,
are shown in Figure 3 (c) and (d). Note that the maximum
number of concurrent range accesses is equivalent to the
number of threads depicted on the x-axis, which determines
the size of the list (or the tree) in the corresponding range lock
implementation. In theory, in this case the total throughput
should scale with the number of threads for every range lock,
as threads never compete for the same range (regardless
of the access mode). In practice, however, all range locks
scale almost linearly up to a small number of threads (4–8).
Beyond that, the contention on the spin lock in lustre-ex
and kernel-rw degrades the performance of those variants.
list-ex and list-rw lack a single point of contention, and
manage to scale, albeit less than linearly, across all thread
counts. pnova-ex tops the charts as in this workload none
of its underlying segment reader-writer locks is contended.
When considering the results for the third variant of Ar-
rBench, in which each thread acquires a random part of the
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Figure 4. Throughput for the skip list benchmark.
range (see Figure 3 (e) and (f)), one can note a mix of behav-
iors seen in the previous two variants. Overall, lustre-ex
does not scale, kernel-rw scales up to a small number of
threads, while list-ex either slightly better than (in read-
only workload) or significantly outperforms (when work-
loads include writes) kernel-rw, despite providing only ex-
clusive access to each range. pnova-ex performs poorly as
its underlying reader-writer locks are once again contended.
At the same time, list-rw provides superior performance
across all workloads, scaling better than any other variant.
Next, we used the Synchrobench benchmark [18] to evalu-
ate the performance of new skip lists that employ range
locks to synchronize concurrent access, as discussed in
Section 6. We compare three variants: the original opti-
mistic skip list [21] (provided in Synchrobench, denoted
as orig), and two variants of our new skip list that uses a
range lock, one built on top of the Lustre range locks (de-
noted as range-lustre) and another on top of the exclusive
list-based range lock presented in Section ?? (denoted as
range-list). As it is not clear how one should set the num-
ber and the size of segments in pNOVA range locks, we do
not include that lock in the evaluation of skip lists.
Figure 4 shows the results for the typical set workload
composed of 80% find and 20% update operations (split evenly
between inserts and removes); the key range is 8M, and 4M
keys are randomly selected and inserted into the skip list
before each experiment. We report the mean throughput
after repeating each experiment 5 times (here as well the
standard deviation is less than 3% of the mean for nearly all
data points). The results show that range-list performs
similarly to orig, even though the former is simpler and
consumes less memory as it does not use a lock per skip list
node. range-lustre tracks both versions at lower thread
counts. Once thread counts grow, however, the contention
on its internal spin lock increases, and as expected, its per-
formance drops to less than half of the other two variants.
This workload demonstrates that the increased concurrency
allowed by range-list outweighs the linear complexity of
the linked list, in contrast with the logarithmic complexity
of range-lustre’s range tree.
7.2 Kernel-space
For the kernel-level experiments, we compared the stock ver-
sion (4.16.0-rc2) with the one that has mm_sem replaced with
a range lock. For the latter, we used the patch by Bueso [5];
we call this variant tree-full as it always acquires the
range lock for the full range. Based on this patch, we re-
placed the range lock implementation with the reader-writer
linked list-based one described in this paper; we call this
variant list-full. Furthermore, we refined the ranges of
the acquired range locks as described in Section 5. We refer
to the variants with refined ranges as tree-refined and
list-refined, respective of the range lock implementation
used by each. All the variants were compiled in the default
configuration.
We ran the experiments on a system with four Intel Xeon
E7-8895 v3 sockets featuring 18 hyperthreaded cores each
(144 logical CPUs in total). Like for user-space experiments,
we do not pin threads to cores and disable the turbo mode.
For our evaluation, we used Metis, an open source MapRe-
duce library [27], known for stress-testing the VM subsystem
through the mix of VM-related operations (such as page-
faults, mmap and mprotect) [23]. Each experiment was re-
peated 5 times, and we report the mean of the results. The
standard deviation of the majority of the results was below
5% of the mean.
Through the tracing facility in the kernel (ftrace), we
identified that three benchmarks in the Metis suite use
mprotect extensively. Those applications are wc (word
count), wr (inverted index calculation) and wrmem, which is
a variant of wr that allocates a chunk of memory and fills it
with random “words” instead of reading its input from a file.
We used default input files for wc and wr, and 2GB input size
for wrmem. The tracing also revealed that the majority of the
calls to mprotect (over 99%) succeed in the speculative path.
We note that in all other Metis benchmarks, which did not
call mprotect as extensively as the other three benchmarks
mentioned above, the impact of range locks was negligible.
Figure 5 shows the runtime results for wc, wr and wrmem
(lower is better). Up to 8–16 threads, all variants perform sim-
ilarly and scale linearly with the number for threads. How-
ever, once the thread counts increase, and with them the con-
tention on the VM subsystem, the variants produce different
results. Notably, the performance of the stock version wors-
ens with the increased contention, while the list-based range
lock variants remainmostly flat, or continue to scale, as in the
case of wrmem and list-refined. In general, the tree-based
range locks perform worse than the list-based ones, and
mostly worse even when compared with the stock version.
We believe this is at least in part because of the contention
created on the spin lock protecting the access to the range
tree. Refining the ranges of the range lock acquisitions helps
both tree-based and list-based variants, i.e., tree-refined
outperforms tree-full, while list-refined outperforms
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(a) wr (b) wc (c) wrmem
Figure 5. Runtime for Metis benchmarks.
(a) wr (b) wc (c) wrmem
Figure 6. Breakdown of the impact of refining the range in list-based range lock variants.
list-full. In fact, at 144 threads, list-refined has 9×
speedup over stock in wrmem. Again, similar to our ob-
servation in the user-space skip list experiment, the higher
parallelism achieved by list-based range locks outweighs the
linear complexity of list traversal, even with large number
of concurrent ranges (144 in this case).
It is interesting to note that list-full outperforms stock
under high contention despite always acquiring the range
lock for the full range. We conjecture that this is due to the
different waiting policies employed by those two variants.
Specifically, stock uses a read-write semaphore (mm_sem), in
which threads block (after spinning for a while if optimistic
spinning is enabled) when the semaphore is unavailable until
they are waken up by another thread. In list-full (and
list-refined), threads block for a small period of time if
the range is unavailable and recheck the range, which turns
to be more efficient under contention. Exploring different
waiting policies and their impact on lock performance is an
active area of research [10, 23].
Figure 6 drills down into the effect of refining ranges on
the performance of the list-based range locks. Here list-pf
(list-mprotect) denotes the variant where only the range
in the page fault routine (mprotect operation, respectively)
is refined. As expected, the refinement in the page fault
routine does not have much effect, since the range lock is
acquired there for read while in all other places it is ac-
quired for the full range. At the same time, refining the
range in mprotect has a small, but positive effect as now
mprotect operations on non-overlapping ranges can be ap-
plied concurrently. As Figure 6 shows, however, it is the
combination of the two optimizations that makes a differ-
ence – list-refined, which refines the range in both page
faults and mprotect and thus allows their concurrent exe-
cution, substantially outperforms all other variants.
Through the lock_stat mechanism built into kernel,we
collected statistics on the time threads spent waiting for
various locks in the kernel. (The lock_stat mechanism is
known to introduce a probe effect [12], therefore it was
enabled only for runs in which we collected statistics on lock
wait times.) In Figure 7 we plot the average wait times for
mm_sem (in the stock variant) as well as for the range lock in
all other variants, breaking down between read and write
acquisitions. Not surprisingly, those results show a (rough)
correlation between high wait times and poor scalability.
They also reveal that with range refinement, the average
wait times decrease.
Figure 8 shows the average wait time on the spin-lock pro-
tecting the range tree in the tree-full and tree-refined
variants. Notice that the waiting time grows with the number
of threads, supporting our hypothesis that this lock repre-
sents a point of contention. The range refinement does not
change much the wait time for the spin lock. This is not
surprising, as this lock is acquired for every acquisition of
the range lock, regardless of whether or not the range is
available. However, while in tree-full the wait time for
the spin lock is relatively small compared to the wait time
for the range lock itself (which includes waiting for a range
to become available), in tree-refined takes the lion share
of the range lock wait time (cf. Figure 7 and Figure 8). This
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(a) wr (b) wc (c) wrmem
Figure 7. Average wait time for mm_sem (in stock) and range lock (in all other variants).
(a) wr (b) wc (c) wrmem
Figure 8. Average wait time for the spin lock protecting the range tree in tree-full and tree-refined.
underscores the effectiveness of range refinement in allow-
ing parallel processing of the VM operations. That is, when
the ranges are refined, most wait time for a range lock can be
attributed to the wait time on the auxiliary spin lock rather
than waiting for the range availability. Unlike tree-based
range locks, list-based range locks do not have a central
point of contention and thus can take better advantage of
this parallelism, as demonstrated by the results in Figure 5.
8 Conclusion
In this paper, we presented the design and implementation
of new scalable range locks. Those locks employ a simple
underlying structure (a concurrent linked list) to keep track
of acquired ranges. This structure allows simple lock-less
modifications with just one atomic instruction. Therefore,
our design avoids the pitfall of existing range locks, and does
not require an auxiliary lock in the common case.
Furthermore, we show how range locks can be employed
effectively to mitigate the contention on the access to the
VM subsystem and its data structures, in particular, the red-
black tree holding VMA structures. We achieve that through
a speculative mechanism introduced into the mprotect oper-
ation; this mechanism allows to refine the range of the lock
acquired in mprotect. We also refine the range of lock ac-
quisitions in page fault routines. Together, those refinements
allow parallel processing of page faults and mprotects op-
erating on non-overlapping regions of VM space, which is
particularly beneficial, e.g., for the standard GLIBC memory
allocator. In addition, we demonstrate the utility of range
locks for the design of concurrent, scalable data structures
through the example of a range-lock based skip list.
We evaluate the scalability of the new range locks in user-
space through several microbenchmarks and kernel-space
through several applications from the Metis suite. The re-
sults show that the new range locks provide superior per-
formance compared to the existing range locks (in the user-
space and kernel), as well as to the current method of VM
subsystem synchronization in the kernel (that uses a read-
write semaphore). Future work includes evaluating range
locks with additional benchmarks, and exploring the usage
of range locks in other contexts, such as parallel file sys-
tems [24] and as building blocks for other concurrent data
structures, such as hash tables and binary search trees.
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